The use of gelatin substrates for traction force microscopy in rapidly moving cells.
The study of traction forces generated by rapidly moving cells requires the use of substrates that are highly elastic because these cells typically generate weaker traction forces than slower moving cells. Gelatin substrates are soft enough to allow deformation by rapidly moving cells such as fish epidermal keratocytes and Dictyostelium discoideum amoebas. In addition, gelatin substrates are thin (approximately 30-40 microm) and transparent, allowing them to be used in combination with high-resolution calcium imaging. Importantly, the responsiveness of gelatin substrates allows changes in traction force generation to be detected within seconds, corresponding to the timescale of calcium transients. Here we describe the manufacture and application of gelatin substrates to study the role of mechanochemical signaling in the regulation of keratocyte movement. We show how patterns of traction force generation can be analyzed from a time series of traction vector maps, and how to interpret them in relation to cell movement. In addition, we discuss how the gelatin traction force assay is being used to study the mechanics of Dictyostelium cell motility, and future applications such as the study of neuronal path finding.